Understanding Postural Response of Parkinson’s Subjects Using Nonlinear Dynamics and Support Vector Machines
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Introduction

More than 1 million people in North America are affected by Parkinson’s disease resulting in balance problems and falls. Postural instability and gait problems become resistant to pharmacologic therapy as the disease progresses. Furthermore, studies suggest that postural sway abnormalities are worsened by levodopa, the mainstay of therapy for PD. There is no proven treatment that slows or halts the progression of the disease [1]. Balance problems and resulting falls due to postural instability are a substantial cause of disability in patients with more advanced Parkinson’s disease [2]. They also contribute to mounting health care costs for society [3], [4]. Understanding falls can provide insight into the pathological mechanism for diagnostic and prognostic applications [5]. Recently, our group proposed the use of \( L_2 \) norm as a metric for balance [6]. Clinical posture-graphic data on Parkinson’ subjects were analyzed using support vector machines in [7]. It was shown that dyskinesia clearly affects the collected postural data. This results in low classification accuracy using support vector machines. It was demonstrated that SVM is a useful tool and can complement the widely accepted (but very resource intensive) Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) [8].

Current paper presents a classification of postural balance test data using Support Vector Machines (SVM) to identify the effect of medicine (levodopa) as well as dyskinesia. Novel aspects of present study include: first, effect of medication induced dyskinesia; second effect of history of falls and thirdly effect of compliant surface on the postural response data when analyzed using \( L_2 \) norm metric using SVM algorithm. This work improves the application of SVM for classification by incorporating the effect of dyskinesia and test condition, while using \( L_2 \) norm as a metric for balance.

The main objective of this paper is to present a classification method for Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients with respect to wearing-off of PD medication and medication-induced dyskinesia. The secondary objective was to explore the differences between PD patients with and without a history of falls with respect to \( L_2 \) norm metric. The proposed classification method is based on Support Vector Machines, with \( L_2 \) norm as the predictor variable.

\[ L_2 \text{Norm} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} \]

No scaling is performed with respect to the velocity or displacement terms of the measurement for estimation of these \( L_2 \) norm values.

Clinical rationale for using \( L_2 \) norm as the classifier variable High average \( L_2 \) norm represents high energy content, while the smaller \( L_2 \) norm shows a lower energy content. In clinical trials, it is well established that larger sway of human posture is usually indicative of impending instability. \( L_2 \) norm clearly matches stability boundary as in [6]. Wearing off of PD medication (ON to OFF state transition) as well as medication induced dyskinesia are associated with higher postural sway [23,24]. Since \( L_2 \) norm is indicative of energy content of postural sway, we hypothesized that \( L_2 \) norm would serve as a good predictor for wearing-off of medication and dyskinesia.

Abstract

Parkinson’s disease (PD) produces slowness, stiffness, tremor, shuffling gait and postural instability. This paper is to present an approach to classification and understanding of Parkinson’s patients using their postural response and analyzing it using a \( L_2 \) norm metric in conjunction with support vector machines. Medication induced dyskinesia is a significant factor altering the postural response of Parkinson’s’ subjects. This paper demonstrates that classification accuracy can be significantly increased if dyskinesia and history of fall is carefully integrated in to the analysis. Long term goal of this research is to provide an intelligent framework for automatic classification of the Parkinson’s’ subjects thus reducing the burden on clinical staff.
Support Vector Machines: a classification tool

A Support Vector Machine (SVM) [17-19] is a supervised machine learning algorithm that learns to distinguish between two groups of data based on a set of examples. The set of examples is known as the training set and each entry is marked as belonging to one of two classes. When the number of mutually exclusive classes is two, then the classification problem is referred to as a binary classification problem. The literature on classification of PD for computer aided diagnostics includes [20-22] where SVM, Neural Network and Rotation Forrest Ensemble classifiers have been used with good outcome. In addition, its application to classification of PD using L2 norm of postural balance data was demonstrated in [7] based on work done in our group. This present paper is an extension where we demonstrate improvement in classification using SVM by considering the effect of dyskinesia as well as the test condition, specifically the influence of compliant surface (EO vs. FO condition).

Data Collection: Protocol and Processing

Posturography [12-14] is typically used to analyze the performance of the human balance system. In this study, postural sway (static posturography) is measured on a force plate platform system in two conditions: ON Medication (Levodopa) and OFF Medication (Levodopa) [15]. For the results presented in this paper, twenty four patients were evaluated before and after medication. Each patient underwent following testing protocols for the evaluation of their postural balance: First, Eyes Open on Force platform (a firm surface) (EO) and second, Eyes Open on Foam placed on Force platform (FO). EO test condition provides postural balance outcomes as a result of inputs from all three afferents (vision, proprioceptors and vestibular systems) necessary for maintenance of Postural Balance. On the other hand, FO test condition provides postural balance outcomes as a result of inputs from vision and vestibular system along with input from challenged (due to standing on Foam) proprioceptor system. Four trials were conducted for EO and two trials were conducted for FO condition for each patient. These test conditions are described in detail in [16]. The recorded data is processed to estimate anterior-posterior as well as mediolateral center of pressure trajectories. Each of the subjects is also evaluated by a trained Physician on Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS). To compare the effect of dyskinesia [23] on postural sway measurements, subjects were classified based on the presence of dyskinesia during the "ON" medication condition: "No Dyskinesia group" (ND) (n=11): Patients who had a rating of zero in the Modified Dyskinesia Scale for a minimum of 9 out of 12 trials during the "ON" medication condition and "Dyskinesia group" (DY) (n=13): Patients who had a rating of one or greater in the Modified Dyskinesia Scale for a minimum of 9 out of 12 trials during the "ON" medication condition. All ratings were performed by a Movement Disorders Neurologist. The L2 norm is then used as a metric [6] to classify the data first based on state of medicine (off medicine and on medicine) and then based on dyskinesia rating (DY or ND). Support Vector Machines were used for these classifications. In addition to the classification using SVM, we also explored differences between PD patients with and without a history of falls with respect to L2 norm metric.

Results and Observations

Classification with respect to medication condition and dyskinesia (SVM results) in this paper, we use 10% hold out cross validation on data for training the SVM using a polynomial kernel and employ soft margin hyper-plane for classification. A polynomial kernel function was used as it provided most accurate classification [7] for details. We performed cross-validation by randomly selecting 10% of the data as validation data set and using the rest 90% of the data for training the model. The model converged in all iterations. Success rate was used as the statistical metric to assess performance of SVM classification models. The success rate was calculated as follows: 100* (number of successful classifications) / (number of data points in validation data set). Figure 1, shows this process and the classification, for conditions A. Off medication condition is classified as "1" and on medication state is classified as "0". The success rate of classification is approximately 64.5%, which is significant considering there is a wide range of demographics and inherent variability in the postural balance data between subjects and trials [Table 1]. Further, it is essential to note that this success rate in classification is replicated for each of the four test conditions [7]. It is widely noted that the medicine used to address Parkinson’s (levadopa) can cause tremors in the limbs resulting in dyskinesia. Some of these subjects have a tendency to demonstrate dyskinesia under medication (ON Med). This group is separated next and SVM methodology is utilized to estimate classification of subjects into those who exhibit dyskinesia and those who do not exhibit dyskinesia. The classification of subjects with dyskinesia when standing on a firm surface with eyes open is improved from 66% to 77% when considering the data related to on medication condition, as shown in Figure 2. Subjects with dyskinesia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Age(Yr)</th>
<th>Wt.(Kg)</th>
<th>Height(cm)</th>
<th>BOS(LxW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>171.6</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>26.4 x 34.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>15.56</td>
<td>1.80 x 3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>152.6</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>23.6 x 26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>184.0</td>
<td>106.8</td>
<td>29.1 x 40.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Svm: Training And Classification: Condition EO.
are classified as "1" and with no dyskinesia are classified as "0". This result can be replicated for other test condition as outlined in [7]. In addition, it is observed that dyskinesia plays an essential role in altering the postural response [23].

Faller vs. non-faller PD patients with respect to $L_\text{2}$ norm (standard T-test results) the history of fall combined with dyskinesia can provide a key insight into the postural stability of Parkinson's subjects. To this effect, we separated fallers from non-fallers and also identified subjects who exhibited dyskinesia under medication condition. This analysis is shown in Figures (3-6). Each of the figures show means $\pm$ SEM for $L_\text{2}$ norm for the associated test condition, dyskinesia rating and faller category. It is clear that subjects with dyskinesia have greater $L_\text{2}$ norm as compared to subjects with no dyskinesia. In addition, EO condition, eyes open and firm surface, this difference is very significant ($p=0.09$) between faller and non-faller population of the subjects studied (Figure 3).

The medication is assumed to be the primary cause of dyskinesia [11], hence as the subjects are off-medicine this difference is diminished (Figure 4). Using standard T-test, it is demonstrated that $L_\text{2}$ norm can significantly differentiate between faller versus non-faller when tested under EO condition for subjects with no dyskinesia ($p = 0.01$). However, when the subjects are evaluated in condition FO, the effect of foam surface dominates. An increase in $L_\text{2}$ norm is noticed for all subjects where most noticeable is the increase in the fallers who show dyskinesia under medicine (Figure 6). Similarly, as the subjects are taken off medication the effect of dyskinesia is eliminated and hence resulting in a drop in the corresponding $L_\text{2}$ norm. In FO
condition, ability of $L_2$ norm to classify subjects into faller vs. non-faller category is diminished for both on medication ($p=0.21$) and off medication conditions ($p=0.47$), for subjects with dyskinesia. Similar trends can be noted in the data which can be further explained if classification of subjects is done with the information regarding medication conditions. For subjects with dyskinesia, the faller category is diminished for both on medication ($p =0.21$) and off medication ($p = 0.47$). The result demonstrated is promising but would need to be further validated before clinical application of this technique can be fully justified. Future work related to this topic includes improving the classification accuracy by considering various features and metrics such as entropy, attractor dimension, as well as Lyapunov exponent.

**Conclusion**

Classification of postural balance data for subjects with dyskinesia and history of falls in Parkinson’s disease can be achieved using the described approach. It is noted that the classification percentage significantly improves (from 66% to 77%) if the data is separated for subjects with dyskinesia. In addition when we account for the history of falls a significant difference exists in the values of $L_2$ norm. The result demonstrated is promising but would need to be further validated before clinical application of this technique can be fully justified. Future work related to this topic includes improving the classification accuracy by considering various features and metrics such as entropy, attractor dimension, as well as Lyapunov exponent. Long term goal of this project is to enable a diagnostic and prognostic capability for balance disorders related to Parkinson’s disease. This paper presents results which are a small step in that direction by contributing to understanding the role of test conditions and history of falls associated with each subject.
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